CONSTITUTION CHANGE PASSED BY STUDENTS AT MEET YESTERDAY

Letter Awards Made More Difficult to Obtain by Passed Amendment

Council recommendations for the revision of the student body constitution on the matter of awarding letters in sports were submitted to the students yesterday and passed. Award of letters by the revision will become of much stricter nature in regard to the work done by the individual.

The proposal for change in the present system of letter award was made by Coach De Groot and the men's athletic council. Special recommendation by the committee of captains and captain-elect will be required under the new provisions, and a distinctive letter will be awarded to the athletic manager and varsity season managers as a new feature of sport award.

Junior Outfit Seniors In Tennis; Frosh, Sophomores Yet To Meet In Tournament

A junior victory over the senior ranking wilders last Friday afternoon in the inter-class tournament placed the third-year men in the finals of the struggle.

The singles matches were dull and slow: Greenough eliminated Vinnie by a 6-1, 6-1 count, while Brother- ton, Senior, had no trouble in dispatching Atwood, of the Juniors, 6-0, 6-4. With the match at stake, the doubles developed into a real scrap, between 7 and 8 o'clock owing to a constant fog. Broes and Lampe, of the Juniors, defeated Mike Abbott, 6-3, in a fast match. Abbott, who brought up the second at Serena, a mile west of the town because of roughness which threatened to ruin the surface, thoroughly enjoyed himself.

Frosh Day Was a Success; Sophomores Are Next

Traditional Step Sing To Take Place After Vacation

The semester step-sing, the first one this year, is planned by the Pep organization for the first week after the Christmas holidays. It will probably be held on Thursday night between 7 and 8 o'clock owing to a perfect at the basketball game on the night previous, which was to have been the date of the step-sing.

Last year the custom was inaugurated and proved unusually successful, fully meeting out. It is held on the steps in the quad in front of the main portion of the halls.
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COLLEGE HYMN FOUND BURIED IN LIBRARY; DISCOVERED BY ESTER JANSSENS: SENDS SONG DISPUTE

Covered up in the library un-noticed for years past was the college hymn that was found yesterday by Esther Janssens.

In an original tune, and a good one at that, is the way the hymn is characterized. The music was written in pencil on a blank music tablet.

The discovery ends a dispute which has been attracting the attention of the student body for the past few cases. President Phelps says: "Our College Grand" is not definitely copyrighted, though Song Leader Phyllis Randall gives it as the song that will probably be just one of the songs.

Those words had been below:

"Our College, all hails the High on the hill by the sea, Glorious our vision as the Montecito and valley and bay, Oh, Ethalypso tower, The hills with the setting sun, Guard and protect her always!"

This commandment obeyed.

"Our College, all hails to the High on the hill by the sea, Grazing our vision as the Montecito and valley and bay, Oh, Ethalypso tower, The hills with the setting sun, Guard and protect her always!"

Our college, all hails to the High on the hill by the sea, Grazing our vision as the Montecito and valley and bay, Oh, Ethalypso tower, The hills with the setting sun, Guard and protect her always!

Home Economics Sale Held Wednesday to Raise Funds

The annual sale of the Home Economics club, the Phi Omicron Iota, took place on Wednesday.

This sale was to raise money for a trip to the west coast at the suggestion of President Phelps and the Women's College at Connecticut.

This year it will also help defray expenses of a delegate sent from the school to the annual meeting of the Home Economics Federation of California.

The conference will be held in Los Angeles during the same time that the State Teachers meet- ing next week.

President Phelps Returns From Convention In East

Concluding his first extended trip of the term, President Phelps returned to the west coast last Monday from the research committee meeting in Chicago and the National Convention of the United States, President Phelps summarizes his judgment on the work done at the convention, in breviform.

Hasia Arriba, Elementary School Club, Planes Hike

Prospective members of the Hasia Arriba, Elementary School club are planning a hike to Los Cumbres.

The club is to be composed of upper grade boys and girls who can swim to the raft, a distance of 100 yards, and wean the students. The club plans to stimulate a love for the outdoors and for healthful recreation.
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Heading for the Country Club

Many Attend A.W.S. Xmas Dance at Country Club

There was a record attendance at the A. W. S. hop last Friday night. Even the amount of presents exceeded all expectations, yet to mention the punch. But the fact that there were about three hundred persons at the dance speaks well for the popularity A. W. S. functions have attained.

There were no decorations; the Montecito Country club would have made them look gaudy and garish. It speaks well of the decoration committee that they were discerning enough to see that. Between information Christmas carols were sung, bringing back to mind a practice that is not often indulged in.

Woman's S.I.L.K SHOP
Ralph E. Covell, 1017 State St., Santa Barbara, Cal.

A girls' college in Germany has declared that the study of biology is incompatible with maiden modesty.

Lest You Forget!
Christmas Money Does Double Duty at the Walton Store—

807 State Street
J. A. WALTON

Christmas Cards and Favors
S. E. MORRIS
1135 State St.
Phone 443

Mission Office Equipment
1105 State St.
Xmas Gifts, Life-dress Press, Desk Sets, Leather Note Books, Stationery

Anders's
Dry Goods
Art Goods
WOMEN'S READY-TO-WEAR
PREEMINENTLY THE STORE OF HONEST VALUES
1105 Eastado

THE KERAN LAUNDRY
Four Hundred Sixteen State Street
IVAN P. BLES, Mgr.
Santa Barbara

McCAFFREY BROS.
Sporting Goods
FOOTBALL SUPPLIES
Girls' Gym Shoes, Bloomers and Shoes
Tennis Rackets
and Restringing a Specialty

Telephone 256
634 State

If it's for the Automobile, We have it—"CITY," "COUNTRY," and "WOMEN's" FREEZE & FREEZE
"Everything but the Automobile"
700 STATE ST.
PHONE 357

NATHAN BENTZ
DEPUTY OF ART FROM JAPAN, CHINA AND KOREA
Governing House, Santa Barbara, California

We Sell SHOES WE REPAIR SHOES
Hardy's
717 State Street

DEGROOT TO PLAY ON
OLYMPIC RUGBY TEAM
DURING XMAS HOLIDAY

Leaves Yesterday To Play In Vancouver Against Canadian Rugby Elevens

The beginning of the Christmas holidays will witness Coach De Groot playing rugby football at Vancouver, B. C., according to intentions signaled by the coach this week. He will be accompanied by Grellein Hunter, who played with him in the San Francisco Olympic Club teams in 1924, which organization is sponsoring the holiday practice in the north. Connecticut University of Storrs men the Olympic teams are to maintain good conditions for the 1928 Olympic Games at Amsterdam. Several meets have been scheduled at Vancouver with teams of that locality.
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FROSH CELEBRATE CLASS DAY WITH CAMPUS DECORATIONS AND PROGRAM

What is judged to be the best class day yet seen on the campus, the Frosh last Tuesday blossomed out into a blue and gold color display which announced the organized and energetic spirit of the progress.

As unusually good program and a large Frosh ship floating in the usual pond featured this off day, although lacking in the usual amount of court decoration, the traditional class day program over-balanced this.

Outstanding in the "Frosh Vedette," the Frosh pageant, was the reaper performance of "The Filming of Uncle Tom's Cabin," which was given by the Frosh soon before the Men's Club last week. The Frosh Gleen's Orchestra furnished music for the performances. The jazz band was made up of Vic Jameson at the piano, Joe Martinez and Roland La-kin at the saxophone, and Wooton testing the music with his famed tympani.

Aesthetic dancing as the Frosh set it was gracefully interpreted by two of the malefactions of the Frosh, Lawrence Paul and Virgil Gillim. Their number, "Biblical Dance from Land," was a burlesque of the Hoole Dance.

A monologue by Roger Clark, "This and That" and encored with a tap of the band of the Los Angeles "Brigade," together with a solo by Arnie Cash, "A Little Spanish" rounded off the program. "The Long and Short of It" was a short and pointed humorous act in which Oliver, Cooklin, and Bannard provided the fun.

A large blue and gold galleon with a sail on which was written "Frosh, this is the last," floated in the pond. Constructed under the guidance of Roger Clark, the ship was acclaimed one of the best decorations on the campus. Scattered around the course were 100 signs in the class colors. The members of the class wore class uniforms.

Jeanette Birdie headed the Frosh Day committee. She was assisted by Margaret Gunnell, Helen Campbell, Robert Smith, Donald Conklin, Roger Vickers, and Powell Smith. The Sophomores will celebrate in a like manner next month.

Cliqués?

Question: Do you think that cliques exist at the Charge of the Last. If so, what would you suggest for a remedy? Ted Marshall: "Cliquishness is a thing that should not be on the campus. It detracts from the big scheme of fellowship, which the college should develop."

Floyd Kenney: "There are cliques in Santa Barbara State, but they are not so very deep. It is an impossibility to break them up."

Phyllis Randall: "One reason there are no cliques at the college cooperation in this college is because of cliques.

Harold Furman: "Cliqués do exist to a small extent, but not as much as is sometimes thought. The thing which breaks down the cooperation of the students and college spirit."

Bernice Haberlitz: "Cliqués are found to a great extent in high school. Why put the cliques on a high school basis? If there are cliques in this college, it is up to the students themselves to break them up, because they break down the spirit of cooperation."

Chilton Shuler: "Every school has its cliques. We have some here, and I think it is otherwise. It would be great if we could make one big clique that would interest the whole student body. Let's try it."

Miss Rheta: "This is a question for the students themselves, and not the faculty, to decide."

Miss Frye: "I have not observed any tendency towards factions or cliques. This may be because only Juniors and Seniors come under my observation."

In South Dakota the tax on cigarettes is used only for erecting buildings at the universities and colleges of the state. South Dakota has been built solely by this tax.

Freshman at the University of Colorado present their "outstanding men with a brown derby each year."

Women who live out of town must have special permission to drive home after a dance at the University of Kansas. Our late gridders make much noise on the football field then extraordinary sounds at any other school.

Sweaters Not Awarded Due To Delay by Company

Football sweaters were not awarded at yesterday's student body meeting due to unexpired delay on the part of the H. H. Dyke Company of Los Angeles. Word reached President Batchelder yesterday in time to announce the postponement of awarding until after the Christmas holidays.

No having takes place on the Syracuse University campus. The freshmen, however, must commit to memory the rules in the handbook provided for their use, and upon demand of upperclassmen, recite whatever is required. Also, any freshman appearing on the Syracuse campus without this green list will be brought before the Senior council where his punishment will be noted out to him. And yes, no having takes place on the University campus.

Eleven freshmen at the University of Missouri were tried and sentenced recently by the student Senate to a public paddling for failure to obey freshmen rules.
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Rodenbeck's "Home of Good Shoes"
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Eisenberg's "White House"

New Location at 701-703 Estadio, Corner Ortega

Your Party is Not Complete Without
Liberty Ice Cream

Cor. Milpas and Ortega

Phone 548

C. AND W. CHOCOLATE SHOP
1227 STATE ST.

Lunches, Ice Cream and Candy

J. H. BRABO
EST. 1910

WE OWN AND OPERATE OUR OWN PLANT

Three language houses have been installed at the University of Wiscon- cin. About fifty girls are living in the houses and more than a hun- dred are taking their meals there. Foreign languages only are spoken during the meals. German, French and Spanish houses are in existence.

We extend to our customers and friends our best wishes for a very Merry Christmas and a Happy Prosperous New Year

L. J. OSTIN TAILOR

Exclusive Styles

1913 STATE ST.

George's Cafe
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT
1115A State Street
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